Appeal to India and to the UN on Development, Rights & Biodiversity in Forest Communities
We appeal to India and to the UN governing bodies on human rights and biodiversity to ensure that the rights
and protection of India's vulnerable forest communities and biodiverse environment are not violated.
We appeal to ensure that India allows no regress or removal of the legal safeguards set for these vulnerable
communities' rights or environment under the Forest Rights Act (FRA) or other laws of India - and that:
1. In the name of ‘development’ India shall not violate human right to development or other human rights and
particularly not the rights of forest communities as they are often most vulnerable in terms of human rights.
As governments’ "primary responsibility" is to secure the right to "development in which all human rights and
fundamental freedoms can be fully realized" (1), right to development is violated by any regress in realising
economic or other human rights - no less so if a government prefers to call such violations 'development'.
We are deeply concerned that India in the name of 'development' increasingly violates right to development
and other human rights in order to serve corporate profits, threatening to remove diverse legal safeguards of
human rights and environment provided under the FRA or other laws on human rights and environment.(2)
This would diminish the rights on which India however just affirmed to the world its ”solemn commitment to
respect [...] and in no way diminish the rights of indigenous peoples” - like rights to determine the priorities of
their development or survival on their ”traditional subsistence activities” like food gathering or other land uses
that ”sustain their environment” - as affirmed by the World Conference on Indigenous Peoples 22/9/2014.(3)
2. India shall not in the name of ‘conservation’ violate its biodiversity conservation commitments set by the
UN Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), including those on customary sustainable use of biodiversity.
India has held the international CBD Conference of Parties' (CoP) presidency which it is now to complete
and is thus responsible to lead by example such due implementation of the CBD-commitments which
secures indigenous and local communities' customary sustainable use of biodiversity.
If as a result of completing its CoP-presidency India still does not respect but violates its forest communities’
rights of customary sustainable use of biodiversity, it undermines India's own and also CBD’s credibility.
Forced eviction of tribal or traditional forest communities is not development or conservation but violates
CBD as well as right to development and other human rights which any due development has to promote.
3. Vulnerable forest communities and biodiversity they have sustained shall thus not be forcibly displaced
without their consent by mining, highways, dams, plantations, sanctuary/wildlife tourism or other industries:
a) India has thus to obtain due consent of tribal forest communities for any relocation or other measures that
affect their life, culture or environment and to prevent retrogression of their rights - as required by India’s
diverse commitments under the international law, its own laws and its Supreme Court judgement. (4) When
such "communities are alienated from their lands" in the name of 'development' "such projects result in
human rights violations involving forced evictions, displacement and even loss of life" and are "certainly not
what we mean by development" as noted by UN High Commissioner for Human Rights in respect to India's
particularly vulnerable tribal community. (5)
As past 17 years of India's high commercial growth have continued to maintain nearly 30% of world's hunger
in India, such GDP growth which does not reduce but maintains hunger is not development. In Chhattisgarh
and Gujarat the years of growth above India's average maintained child malnutrition/underweight levels even
higher above India's average. Such growth that maintains such hunger violates human rights to life, food and
health (6) and particularly the rights of vulnerable tribal communities, depriving them of their indigenous land,
food, health or subsistence falsely in the name of 'development', violating their equal right to development.(7)
b)Displacement without community's consent violates human rights also by discrimination of tribal people.(8)
While less than 9% of India's population are tribal, still its 30 million displaced tribal people are more than 40
% of the people displaced in India since its independence.(9) Such severe discrimination against their human
rights to habitat, tenure etc. India has "to prevent, prohibit and eliminate". Human rights like "protection from
forced eviction should not be made conditional on a person’s land tenure status, such as living in an informal
settlement" that has to be equally protected by legal safeguards (10) as duly provided under the FRA.
c) India's forest communities are best adapted to live by the regeneration of India's 'in-situ' biodiversity as
integral to its survival. Thus also to conserve biodiversity they have to be protected from displacement and
secured rights to their customary sustainable use of biodiversity - as also provided by the FRA. (11)

In-situ biodiversity has survived quite well in such tribal forest areas of India, where tribal communities have
decided the use of the forests. Forest plantations or other commercial capture of forests remove tribes from
forest to urban or industrial life, displace India's in-situ biodiversity and create food-scarcity for wild animals
who get forced to shrinking habitats, artificially divided, bordered and declared as national park or sanctuary.
Such sanctuaries or wildlife corridors displace indigenous inhabitants and their ecosystem-adapted life - but
allow tourism, plantations, highways, dams, even mining or mineral transports (12), even by corporations like
Vedanta-Sterlite-Balco who has violated diverse legal safeguards of vulnerable tribes and environment. (13)
As wildlife has been adapted to live in situ not in areas of sanctuary tourism business but in areas co-habited
by forest communities, thus - not to provide show for tourism but - to conserve biodiversity duly 'in-situ', India
is obliged not to displace but "respect, preserve and maintain""practices of indigenous and local communities
embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity". (14)
If India does not respect and maintain these community practices with which the wildlife has lived 'in situ' but
evicts the communities and fragments their ancestral forests into areas where to keep the wildlife for tourism
industry, this disturbs wildlife and restricts its gene pool. Wild animals easily flee the stress from such tourism
areas - like tigers flee from Kanha - again into the forest areas sustained by tribal communities. (15)
4.As modern development and tourism disturb wildlife, thus in areas the communities traditionally conserved
they have a legal right also in sanctuaries "to regulate access to community forest resources and stop" what
"adversely affects the wild animals, forest and the biodiversity" covering also the respective gene pool. (16)
As communities have this established right to control such access by sanctuary or other business to secure
wildlife or its gene pool to remain safe, India is under the Nagoya Protocol obliged to "ensuring that the prior
informed consent or approval and involvement of indigenous and local communities is obtained for access to
genetic resources where they have the established right to grant" such access (17) in their traditional forests.
Affected communities' “prior and informed consent to or approval of, and involvement in, the establishment,
expansion, governance and management of protected areas” is needed along with their “full and effective
participation” and with "application of traditional knowledge and customary sustainable use in protected
areas" - as the CBD Hyderabad summit under India's CoP presidency promised to be promoted. (18)
Otherwise commercial takeover of habitats disturbs wild animals and forces them to flee to tribal areas that
get oversaturated by such forced, restricted movement of wildlife. Stressed wild animals like elephants attack
the communities, their fields or life-stock around many wildlife areas in Chhattisgarh, Orissa, Karnataka,
West Bengal, etc. Who is responsible when wildlife exposed to tourism even continues to kill increasingly the
people who dwell near sanctuaries like in Sundarbans (19) - maintained in the name of CBD commitments?
5. Due "in-situ conservation" does not allow tourism, plantations or other sanctuary based industry to disturb
wildlife in a manner which exposes people to be increasingly violated or even killed by the disturbed wildlife.
India has to secure forest communities' right to their customary sustainable use of biodiversity, to live by their
traditional occupations and “land tenure in the traditional territories of indigenous and local communities".(20)
6.India is obliged to ”granting a secure and inalienable right to those communities whose right to life depends
on right to forests" (21) that allow them to survive by "their own means of subsistence and development".(22)
If the government does not respect forest communities' rights and consent on development of their forests, it
deceives its promises to respect the village council's "inputs for developmental processes” and to create
people’s participation based development "preserving the unique identities" of tribals. (23) It deceives its
recent promises to the world how its "early implementation" of Nagoya Protocol would be India's "priority" "as
the CoP president" and "once again showcases its leadership in biodiversity in the global arena". (24)
If in completing its CoP-presidency India continues to forcibly displace local communities and their customary
sustainable use of biodiversity and diverts its forest for industries four times faster than before, it undermines
the credibility of the CBD, Nagoya Protocol, of its laws and commitments on human rights and development.
India has earlier made crucial contribution to the world peoples' right to self-determined development based
on their communities' self-rule and sustainable life-heritage - as India's in-situ biodiversity has sustained for
ages more people per cubic meter of such biodiversity than perhaps anywhere else. This local communities'
self-ruled biodiverse India has given a valuable model for Earth's life and future. It should not be sold out to
the "world powers" invited to "make in India" plastic, satelite, submarine, etc. - leaving India merely another
"net exporter of goods" for global over-consumption ruled by globalised western technology or market model
inherited from the colonialism. (25) Instead of serving world's overconsumption by low-cost production India
can follow what it told in the UN to the world: "We need to change our lifestyles" to achieve "development,
prosperity and well being without [...] going down the path of reckless consumption". To secure equality on
Earth, "we should work together to ensure that all countries observe international rules and norms". (26)
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